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Ring in spring (if it ever 
comes) with some artsy 
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On the website
Check out 
xaviernewswire.com 
throughout the next 
few days to see a col-
lection of photos from 
the Hijab for a Day 
event, hosted by the 
Muslim Student Associ-
ation
She Can, She Will kicked 
off  its campaign to inspire 
female leaders on campus on 
March 12 with a video detail-
ing the journeys of  five stu-
dents — Aimee Boivin, Talor 
Crawford, Zeina Farhat, Lia 
Mazzarella and Ese Obrimah. 
Each of  the women spoke 
about their varied experienc-
es, from being told that she 
couldn’t have gotten into law 
school to having professors 
comment on her hair and jew-
elry instead of  the quality of  
her presentation. All five ex-
pressed the same sentiment: 
They had struggled with a 
lack of  respect, a lack of  a 
sense of  belonging and a lot 
of  hardships to assume lead-
ership positions. 
The video ends with a dec-
laration that “It’s not enough 
until it’s 50/50” in reference 
to leadership roles through-
out the university. She Can, 
She Will, according to its 
mission statement, “is made 
by Xavier women for Xavier 
women. We aim to inspire fe-
male students to reach their 
full potential and expose the 
current gender gaps at the 
highest levels of  leadership 
on campus and beyond.” 
The campaign has origins, 
in part, in the work of  Dr. 
Leah Busam Klenowski, the 
senior director for Student 
Affairs and Student Involve-
ment. Her doctoral thesis in-
volved research into women 
in the highest leadership po-
sitions on campus. 
“I know that I care about 
women in leadership,” Busam 
Klenowski said, “and I’m 
looking around and I’m say-
ing, ‘Why am I seeing women 
leading everywhere on this 
campus, but they’re not lead-
‘It’s not enough until it’s 50/50’
She Can, She Will campaign seeks to increase female leadership on campus
BY BRITTANY WELLS
Staff Writer
ing in student government?’” 
As part of  her research, she 
interviewed women who had 
run for positions within the 
Student Government Associ-
ation (SGA), including Farhat 
and Boivin. Her work inspired 
the two seniors to reflect fur-
ther upon their leadership 
experiences and ultimately 
launch the campaign.  
“(Busam Klenowski) plant-
ed a seed of, ‘Wow, this isn’t 
just an issue this year, it’s been 
an issue every single year, not 
just student government,’” 
Farhat said.  
For example, Farhat de-
tailed what it was like to at-
tend an Emerging Leaders 
Initiative meeting, whose at-
tendees were mostly female, 
and then think about her own 
role as the president of  SGA. 
Since 1999, only six women 
have held the position. 
“I looked around the room, 
and there were 21 attend-
ees that were students. 20 
of  them were female, one of  
them was a man. Beside me 
there were six speakers. Five 
of  them were women, and one 
of  them was a male. And I just 
kept thinking, ‘Why is it that 
in this particular position (as 
SGA president), the highest 
held student elected position?’ 
Women do not touch that po-
sition,” Farhat said. “Women 
are the ones who are engaged, 
they’re the ones who are in-
volved, but they don’t reach 
for the top. And why not? 
They’re the most qualified 
people to do it…I walked in 
the next day to (Busam Kle-
nowski’s) office.” 
Boivin and Farhat then 
went on to form She Can, She 
Will with the goal of  inspir-
ing more women to touch 
those top leadership roles on 
campus. Boivin described it as 
trying to “break that barrier” 
exemplified at that meeting. 
As Farhat stated, even though 
most leadership positions 
across campus are generally 
occupied by women, men con-
tinue to dominate the highest 
positions.
“We hold the majority of  
leadership positions, but we 
don’t shoot for the stars,” Far-
hat said.
As part of  the formation 
process, the organizers col-
lected diverse ambassadors 
for the movement. 
“The group of  women that 
we chose are from all types 
of  backgrounds,” Farhat said. 
“They all have different ideol-
ogies, but the thing that con-
nects them all is that they held 
leadership positions, and they 
all believe in women empow-
erment.” 
Images of  the ambassadors 
and their stories are currently 
displayed on the campaign’s 
website and social media ac-
counts. The website also in-
cludes a pledge to be an ally 
for women.  
Busam Klenowski said 
that the overarching question 
women ask themselves when 
it comes to leadership posi-
tions is “Is it worth it?” She 
continued that for a lot of  
women, the role of  SGA pres-
ident doesn’t seem worth it. 
For Farhat in particular, that 
makes She Can, She Will’s 
mission all the more import-
ant. 
“I wanted to be SGA presi-
dent, and there were so many 
times when I almost didn’t. I 
almost was vice president, and 
it took somebody telling me, 
‘Don’t sell yourself  short,’” 
Farhat said. “Not everyone 
has those people in their lives 
to tell them that. It’s about 
recognizing your capability, 
recognizing your worth — 
that you’re qualified and you 
are good enough to run for 
the highest position. I think 
She Can, She Will aims…to 
provide a network of  support 
for mentorship. So we’re try-
ing to give that to women.”
Social media data indicate 
a positive campus reception. 
This past week, the website 
has received more than 600 
unique visitors, and the vid-
eo received more than 2,000 
views on Facebook. Views 
across other platforms total 
in the thousands, and the In-
stagram account currently 
has more than 350 follow-
ers. More information can be 
found at the website www.
shewillxu.org. 
The She Can, She Will campaign collected a diverse group of ambassadors, some of whom are shown above. 
The ambassadors’ photos and stories are displayed both on the campaign’s website and social media accounts. 
Photos courtesy of Keith Klenowski
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 What’s going on?
Marching into April events
-Paid Advertisement-
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
MSA Hijab/Ku 
for a Day
ALL DAY
Slut Shaming March 20-25 @ 7 p.m. and March 24-25 @ 2 p.m.
Xavier Women’s Day 
Clocktower Lounge
5:30-7 p.m.
Puppy Puddle
Xavier Yard
3-5 p.m.
LMAO feat. Jen 
Kober
Arrupe Overlook
7-8:30 p.m.
GirlRising 
screening
Arrupe Overlook
7-9 p.m.
Easter Break
Blood Drive 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Community
Action Day
Xavier Yard
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Come Build an 
Alfombra!
GSC
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Central Park Five 
Speaker
Arrupe Overlook
6:30-9:30 p.m.
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How do you succeed in a 
field that both sets the bar 
exceptionally high and under-
mines your drive to get ahead? 
Xavier College Demo-
crats  (XU Dems) and College 
Republicans came together 
in a bipartisan effort to dis-
cuss just that on Thursday. 
Their efforts culminated in 
the Women in Politics panel, 
which touched on the strug-
gles and triumphs of  women’s 
leadership in state and local 
government.
The panel brought togeth-
er an impressive slate of  lead-
ers: Ohio State Representative 
Brigid Kelly, Hamilton Coun-
ty GOP Director Maggie 
Wuellner, Court of  Common 
Pleas Judge Amy Searcy, Nor-
wood City Councilmember 
Bipartisan panel talks leadership
XU Dems and Republicans host Women in Politics panel with local leaders
BY SOONDOS MULLA-OSSMAN 
Staff Writer
Leslie Stevenson — all Xavier 
graduates — alongside Ohio 
Republican Party Vice Chair 
Mary Anne Christie and Cin-
cinnati City Councilmember 
Tamaya Dennard. 
These elected officials, po-
litical operatives and activists 
reflected on their lives in poli-
tics and the progress and prob-
lems of  being a female leader 
in a male-dominated field.
Some were new to the po-
litical arena but impressive 
nonetheless. Stevenson was 
first elected in the fall of  
2017. She is the first Black 
woman ever to serve on the 
Norwood City Council. On 
stage, she reflected on a par-
ticularly meaningful recent 
visit to a Norwood elementa-
ry school. There, she spoke to 
a group of  young Black girls 
about the importance of  com-
munity engagement and Black 
leadership. She said that was 
a moment in which she truly 
felt like a role model for young 
Black girls in her community 
for the first time.
Others had long and sto-
ried careers in politics. Christie 
was the first woman elected to 
the Madeira City Council back 
in the 1970s and was largely 
shunned by her male counter-
parts. Despite being assigned 
to unpopular committees and 
projects, Christie always found 
a way to govern effectively. 
“I’ve made a lot of  things out 
of  nothing,” she quipped.
The panel had no shortage 
of  boundary-breaking leaders 
on stage, such as Dennard, 
who is the first openly gay 
woman to hold office in Cin-
cinnati. “You don’t want to 
mess up and make it bad for 
Senate approves 
new campus clubs
BY RYAN KAMBICH
Staff Writer
4 Paws 4 Ability
4 Paws 4 Ability’s mission 
is to train service dogs so that 
they may serve people with 
disabilities and/or veterans. 
Club members are able to sign 
up to be either a foster if  they 
live at an off-campus location 
that is sufficient for hous-
ing the animal, or a babysit-
ter, who look after the dog 
throughout the day. The club 
aims to expose the dogs in 
training to the campus com-
munity to adjust them to their 
future jobs. There is no regu-
lar meeting time currently in 
place, but the dogs that can 
regularly be seen on campus 
are Lumiére, a 1-year-old Lab-
rador/Newfoundland mix and 
Chenille, Lumiére’s 9-month-
old sister from another litter.
Women’s Mindfulness
This newly established 
group gives women a safe 
space on campus as well as 
the chance to connect with 
other women. It aims to help 
women heal from negative ex-
periences or incidents, grow 
authentically, support one 
another, raise awareness for 
women’s personal struggles, 
strengthen their voices and 
embrace their femininity. This 
is achieved through creating 
art, such as writing poetry 
and drawing, and mindfulness 
exercises, like yoga and deep 
breathing. 
The group, led by Charese 
Foster and advised by Tala 
Ali, meets every Wednesday 
at 7-8:30 p.m.
another woman after you,” 
Dennard said of  the pressures 
that come with her position.
“I’m a damn good political 
strategist, and I don’t think I 
got credit for that,” she said of  
her unexpected sixth place in 
last fall’s elections, a surpris-
ingly strong finish for a first-
time candidate.
Searcy spoke about the im-
portance of  breaking down 
barriers in addition to the 
struggles of  paving the way 
for those in the future, “Many 
times a groundbreaker will be 
welcomed by those in pow-
er, but then the door gets 
slammed behind them,” she 
said.
“People want diversity, but 
they don’t want inclusion,” 
Dennard added.
XU Republicans Vice Pres-
ident Lily Hutkowski said of  
the event, “The bipartisan 
collaboration showed a lot of  
people who are interested in 
helping their communities. I 
thought it was great to hear 
from such inspiring women.” 
XU Dems Treasurer Sam 
Peters concurred, saying, “The 
dialogue fostered between the 
women we heard was empow-
ering and also said a lot about 
Xavier grads, as most of  the 
women on the stage had grad-
uated from our university.”
On what it means to be a 
woman in politics, Peters of-
fered, “It means you just have 
to consistently be pretty ba-
dass and willing to see a prob-
lem and work to fix it. It’s a 
sisterhood.”
Hutkowski added, “(it 
means) to use your God-giv-
en talents to make the world a 
better place.”
Newswire photo by Ryan Kambich
(Left to right) Amy Searcy, Brigid Kelly, Leslie Stevenson, Sam Peters, Lily Hutkowski, Mary Anne Christie, Maggie Wuellner and Tamaya Dennard appeared on Thursday’s Women in 
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Tweet of
the Week 
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CPS goes toe-to-toe with FC Cincy
Cincy school board demands the soccer club pay taxes in exchange for land
Confederate statues debate rages  
The wild match between 
FC Cincinnati and the CPS 
School Board has officially 
gone into overtime, but the 
winner isn’t clear.
FCC made a statement on 
Friday night interpreted by 
many as an official declaration 
of  its intention to build some-
where other than the West 
End.
“FC Cincinnati regrets that 
it will be unable to construct 
a stadium in the West End 
community and have moved 
our focus to Oakley and New-
port,” the statement said. 
“While we are disappointed 
we will not be neighbors with 
our new friends in the West 
End, we are committed to re-
maining partners working to 
improve the quality of  life in 
the neighborhood.”
The statement appeared to 
end a week of  negotiations 
between the board and the 
club regarding the potential 
construction.
Here’s the situation: In 
order to become an official 
Major League Soccer (MLS) 
franchise, FCC needs to have 
a soccer-specific stadium. It 
considered spots in West End, 
Oakley and Newport but ex-
pressed a particular interest in 
the West End neighborhood, 
according to the Enquirer.
To make that happen, FCC 
and CPS needed to negotiate 
a land-swap deal. The propos-
al was that FCC would tear 
down CPS’ Stargel Stadium, 
build its new stadium in its 
place and then construct CPS 
another stadium in a different 
part of  the neighborhood.
On March 14, FCC came to 
CPS with a proposal offering 
BY BRITTANY WELLS
Staff Writer
$750,000 a year for the next 
10 years along with a demand 
for a decision by 5 p.m. that 
day. CPS held emergency ex-
ecutive sessions and issued a 
response that the amount was 
half  of  what it needed. A few 
days later, FCC released its 
statement expressing that it 
would not begin construction 
in the neighborhood.
The board has until 
Wednesday, March 21, to vote 
on an official resolution.
Xavier graduate and board 
member Mike Moroski of-
fered insight into the board’s 
thinking and decision-making 
processes throughout the ne-
gotiations.
“The state of  Ohio funds 
our schools unconstitutionally 
through property tax. In Ohio 
things happen to us. It just so 
happened that now a big key 
component piece of  land that 
these developers need is ours, 
which is the only reason we’re 
at the table,” Moroski said. 
“I’ve always wanted to be at 
the table. I’d much rather be at 
the table than throwing rocks 
at the window.”
According to Moroski, in 
order to spur development, 
the Port Authority would al-
low FCC to avoid paying tax-
es for one year. 
“So, the plan was, on their 
end, it appears, to pay no taxes 
and come to us and say here’s 
70 grand. That’s happened 
three times now. This fourth 
time is where we’re going to 
see really what happens.” 
The Board of  Education 
kept its voting public and held 
public meetings at Robert A. 
Taft Information Technolo-
gy High School to ensure the 
community’s voice was heard.
The school board’s decision 
has been a controversial one, 
according to Moroski, who 
said that CPS’ “most recent 
letter demanding $2 million 
per the 1999 agreement…has 
been praised by attorneys, pol-
iticians, West End residents, 
leaders in the African-Ameri-
can community and the orga-
nized labor community, etc.” 
“This is not a normal thing 
that you have a governing 
body that is a public school 
board of  all things, holding 
billionaires feet to the fire on 
behalf  of  a historically poor 
black neighborhood … This is 
a neighborhood that has been 
lied to every step of  the way, 
their entire existence, by de-
velopers,” Moroski said, “with 
a lot of  history of  being taken 
advantage of.”
Moroski said those who 
criticized the board’s response 
included developers and fans. 
“I respect that, I get it,” 
Moroski said. “It’s not their 
job to get all the nuances of  
public financing and develop-
ment and community benefits 
agreements.”
Moroski says he is proud of  
standing with the West End. 
“FC Cincinnati may tell us 
to go packing after this final 
offer we’ve given them, which 
would be fine, or they could 
acquiesce to our ask, in which 
case it would set a new prece-
dent nationally on how public 
school boards interact with 
developers. It would be neat if  
developers listened to people 
elected to oversee the educa-
tion of  kids and steward the 
public dollar.”
FCC’s statement Friday 
night emphasized the poten-
tial effects the deal could have 
had on the West End neigh-
borhood.
“This was a once in a life-
time development opportu-
nity for a neighborhood that 
wants and needs new invest-
ment, and the jobs and busi-
ness opportunities that would 
have come with it,” the state-
ment said.
In Moroski’s own words, 
“If  they don’t take it, we’ll be 
known as two things: the pub-
lic school board with guts, the 
only public school board in 
recent memory that has stood 
up to wealthy developers and 
billionaires on behalf  of  kids, 
and we’ll be known simultane-
ously as a bunch of  losers who 
ruined the city.”
West End community members attended a meeting held by the Board of Education at Robert A. Taft Information 
Technology High School regarding the potential land swap with FC Cincinnati.
Photo courtesy of Mike Moroski
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responded to FC Cincinnati’s offer to lease land owned by the board demanding for $2 million, per a 1999 agreement regarding property taxes.
Photo courtesy of Mike Moroski
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High school teacher memorialized
A Cincy street was renamed to honor his legacy, catalogued by DIFT major
On March 14, Cincinna-
ti City Council voted to give 
Vincent Avenue, the street 
leading up to Elder High 
School, the alternate name of  
Mark Klusman Way. 
“Knowing the kind of  guy 
he was, I think (the new street 
name) is good because he 
wouldn’t want a lot,” sopho-
more Connor Dermody said. 
“He’d be the first to be like, 
‘Don’t give me anything. I 
don’t need it. People die.’ So, 
I think it’s enough that there’s 
a reminder that he was a big 
part of  the community.”
Mark Klusman began 
teaching at Elder High School 
in 1967. He taught mostly 
computer courses. 
In December, he was struck 
by a car while doing commu-
nity service and later died of  
his injuries. 
Dermody, a Digital Inno-
vation, Film and Television 
(DIFT) major, graduated 
from Elder in 2016 and had 
class with Klusman for one 
semester during Dermody’s 
freshman year. 
“He was a good teach-
er,” Dermody said. “He more 
taught about life, instead of  
school, if  you know what I 
mean. He would teach about 
how to be a good person. He 
would give us lessons on life 
and how to live properly and 
be happy instead of  like, ‘Do 
well on this test, you guys 
need to know this information 
for the test.’ It was like, ‘how 
can this apply to life, how can 
we be good people and all 
that.’”
As a part of  a production 
class he’s in, Dermody made 
a short video about Klusman’s 
life. The video is a compilation 
of  different interviews with 
students, faculty and staff  at 
Elder High School and was 
uploaded to the Xavier DIFT 
354 YouTube channel.
“I wanted to do an inves-
tigation of  Mr. Klusman and 
how he lived,” Dermody said. 
“It was something that I did 
want to do because he did a 
lot for the Elder community, 
so that would be a good trib-
ute to him and a good way of  
honoring him.” 
Dermody said that he didn’t 
have that close of  a relation-
ship with Klusman, though he 
definitely felt the shock of  the 
loss.
“I wasn’t super close to him. 
My mom was really upset. My 
aunts and uncles were very 
close to him and they were 
all very upset. I think the stu-
dents at Elder were not taking 
it great at first, but I guess ev-
eryone’s kind of  coped with 
it now. I personally am doing 
OK. I didn’t know him that 
well, but it was definitely a 
shock. It was heartbreaking.”
Mark Klusman (left) taught at Elder High School from 1967 until his death in December. He was struck by a car while picking up litter. The street 
leading up to the high school was given the alternate name “Mark Klusman Way” on March 14 as a way to memorialize the teacher. 
Photo courtesy of The Catholic Telegraph
CPS goes toe-to-toe with FC Cincy
Confederate statues debate rages  
BY KEVIN THOMAS
Campus News Editor
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Justice dispensed 
itself
March 13, 1:33 a.m. — 
Xavier Police and Residence 
Life checked on an under-
age intoxicated student in 
Fenwick Place. The student 
was OK and allowed to re-
main in their room for the 
night. Residence Life will 
follow up.
March 13, 11:48 a.m. 
— The admissions depart-
ment reported a suspicious 
subject attempting to join 
a tour on campus. The area 
was searched, and the sus-
pect was unable to be locat-
ed.
March 15, 2:30 p.m. — 
Joseph Chevrolet reported 
the theft of  a rental vehi-
cle from the Gallagher Lot. 
The keys were left inside 
the vehicle. Xavier Police 
and Cincinnati Police are 
investigating. 
March 15, 3:48 p.m. — A 
student reported the theft 
of  their Down jacket left 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
unattended in Alter Hall. 
March 15, 9:00 p.m. — 
Xavier Police investigated a 
report of  a subject panhan-
dling in the Smith Lot. The 
subject fled on foot when of-
ficers arrived and was last 
seen running behind houses 
at Dana Avenue and Idlewild 
Avenue. 
March 16, 1:46 a.m. — 
Xavier Police checked on an 
intoxicated student in the 
lobby of  Husman Hall. The 
student was OK and allowed 
to remain in their room for 
the night. Residence Life 
was notified and will follow 
up.
March 17, 1:27 a.m. — 
Cincinnati Fire and Rescue 
transported an underage 
intoxicated student from 
Kuhlman Hall to Good Sa-
maritan Hospital. Residence 
Life will follow up.
March 17, 2:30 p.m. — 
Xavier Police received a 
call from the University of  
Dayton Police Department 
reporting that an underage 
intoxicated Xavier student 
had been transferred to Mi-
ami Valley Hospital for pos-
sible alcohol poisoning. The 
student was also in posses-
sion of  a fictitious ID and 
was referred to the code of  
conduct. 
Week in review
What you may have missed
?? A Seattle man took a sel-
fie with every single blue 
mailbox in the entire city 
of  Seattle (March 15).
?? Alabama State Rep. Har-
ry Shiver stated that he 
believes Alabama law-
makers ought to protect 
their women, meaning 
that teachers should not 
be armed as most teachers 
are women (March 15).
?? Bruce Wayne, an Ohio 
man who ate Chipotle 
every day for 500 days, 
ended his streak while 
wearing a leather Batman 
costume (March 16).
?? Shia LeBeouf  will be 
starring in a movie about 
his life, but he will not be 
playing himself. Instead, 
he will be playing his fa-
ther (March 17).
?? A Chinese airline denied 
allegations that a group 
of  its flight attendants 
participated in an orgy, 
despite there being a 
video uploaded online 
(March 19).
??The North Pole branch 
of  Blockbuster will be 
closing, leaving only six 
Blockbusters left in oper-
ation (March 19). 
March 16, 9:39 a.m. — 
A Physical Plant employ-
ee reported damage to the 
vending machine on the 
second floor of  Fenwick 
Place. The window was 
damaged, but the suspect 
was unable to access the 
products.
Photo courtesy of Insider Monkey
The North Pole, Alaska, branch of Blockbuster will be closing soon.
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*The Newswire has made 
the decision to stray from 
the AP Style Guide when 
printing the words White 
and Black in reference to 
groups of people. We have 
decided to capitalize both.
DISCLAIMER: I am only 
writing on behalf  of  myself  
and my own trans identity. 
There is no right or wrong 
way to “be” trans; no two 
trans people have experi-
enced their gender expres-
sion the same way because of  
class, financial 
issues, family 
support and 
countless fac-
tors that I don’t 
have the exper-
tise to answer 
because of  my 
own White/“-
passing as not-
trans” privi-
lege. If  you 
have questions 
on gender 
identities, see 
Kelsey O’Neil 
(they/them) in 
the Center for Diversity and 
Inclusion.
This is the first of  a three-
part series where I cover is-
sues I’ve personally faced as 
a pre-transitioning, gay trans 
guy at Xavier. My first issue 
will cover a mix of  positive 
and negative experiences, 
emotions and realities that I 
have personally faced in my 
collegiate life.
Pro #1: Being you. The 
ability to know who you are 
or to know there are aspects 
of  your per-
sonality that 
need fur-
ther ques-
tioning and 
exploration 
s h o u l d n ’ t 
be taken for 
g r a n t e d . 
Overcoming 
years of  my 
own self-
doubt (com-
bined with 
the infinite 
expectations 
from my fam-
ily/society/myself  that pre-
vented my own self  growth 
and self-care for years) is still 
a daily struggle. While it feels 
like a never-ending journey 
to become me, the process of  
growing from nothing takes 
time and will be worth it in 
the long run.
Con #1: People police. 
Most people don’t enjoy go-
ing out of  their comfort 
zones; gender is definitely not 
an exception. I’ve had count-
less friends, family members 
and other trans/queer people 
deny my existence and tell 
me that I’m insane to my face 
or that me being comfortable 
with my femininity (both in 
personality and in appear-
ance) means I’ll never be “a 
real guy.” My (trans) coming 
out has raised more questions 
about my vagina than even 
I’m comfortable with. It is a 
reality that many people as-
sume they have the right to 
ask trans/genderqueer peo-
ple personal questions they 
would never ask someone 
they didn’t think was trans, 
but it shouldn’t have to be my 
reality when I’m trying to get 
a coffee at 10 a.m.
Pro #2: Transitioning. 
Not every trans person needs 
to transition to be themselves. 
However, some (like me!) 
need to in order to be their 
most authentic selves. I’m so 
overcome with joy knowing 
I’m putting myself  before my 
own fears and insecurities. 
Every video of  a trans guy 
who’s gone through similar 
emotions before testosterone 
therapy gives me a sense of  
self-worth I have never expe-
rienced before.
Con #2: Transitioning. It 
is expensive to transition, fi-
nancially, emotionally, socially 
and mentally. Coming to terms 
with the fact that I must begin 
testosterone hormone therapy 
to be fully myself  and save my 
mental health with regard to 
my extreme gender-dyspho-
ria is an on-and-off  struggle. 
The process for female-to-
male people like myself  takes 
years. I’m barely out to my 
own family, and my mom and 
little sister refuse to accept it. 
I don’t look/“pass” as male 
and am still waiting to be-
gin testosterone this month, 
so I’m not open to anyone 
on campus who doesn’t read 
Newswire! Even with the mul-
titude of  negative possibilities 
and reactions, knowing this is 
a part of  my future keeps me 
going with my head high.
This article was the easi-
est and hardest time I’ve ever 
written about my life. Being 
transgender and experienc-
ing self-love combined with 
self-disgust and confusion 
is an ongoing process. I’m 
planting the seeds of  my fu-
ture in the ground and feel 
nothing but peace in this 
chronic process of  blooming 
into my authentic body.
Series: being transgender in college
Everyone has a favorite 
band, mine just happens to 
be in the minority or the “Si-
lent Majority.” I’ll admit, I 
have an unconventional taste 
in music listening to groups 
like Daughtry, Lifehouse and 
Fall Out Boy just to name a 
few, but my favorite band is 
despised by the masses with a 
passion: Nickelback.
 They are the target of  me-
mes, vines and almost every-
thing else in between, but for 
what reason? I’ll stand by the 
fact that I am a diehard Nick-
elback fan, and I’m not afraid 
to admit it.
Despite the stream of  
hate, the Canadian rockstars 
actually have quite the mu-
sic resume, if  you will. The 
band has been around since 
the mid-1990s and has offi-
cially produced nine studio 
albums, with its latest album, 
“Feed the Machine,” released 
last summer. Nickelback has 
lowkey been one of  the most 
successful rock bands in the 
modern era simply because 
their existence is shrouded in 
skepticism.
Believe it or not, more than 
50 million Nickelback albums 
have been sold worldwide. In 
the decade of  the 2000s, the 
band was ranked as the 11th 
most-selling band in history 
and the second bestselling in-
ternational group in the Unit-
ed States. In fact, four of  their 
albums reached No. 1 status in 
the Top Rock Album category 
at some point and another al-
bum reached as high as No. 2 
on the Billboard charts. Addi-
tionally, the group has creat-
ed six Top-10 hits with songs 
like “How You Remind Me,” 
“Photograph” and “Rockstar.”
The argument that Nick-
elback has no talent is egre-
giously false. The band, head-
lined by lead vocalist Chad 
Kroeger, is more adept than 
most musical performers to-
day. Maybe it’s the fact that 
he swears during concerts, or 
maybe it’s because he wears 
mostly black clothing or the 
fact that he takes shots on 
stage. Then again, maybe it’s 
his husky, bellowing voice that 
turns people off.
Not only is he the lead 
singer for the band, but he 
also takes the role of  lead gui-
tar. That just goes to show his 
talent. Unlike most other art-
ists today, Nickelback writes 
its own songs, most of  which 
have been the brainchild of  
Kroeger himself. He even un-
derwent surgery to remove a 
cyst in his larynx that actually 
threatened his singing career, 
yet he recovered in time for 
the band to release a new al-
bum. But, don’t call it a come-
back.
One of  the main reasons 
why people don’t like Nick-
elback rests on morals more 
so than musical taste. Admit-
tedly, some of  the songs pro-
duced by the group, especially 
in their first couple of  albums, 
include really hard-hitting 
rock pieces about obscene 
topics. Some 
of  these topics 
include refer-
ences to sex-
ual acts, drugs 
and heavy 
drinking.
Despite this 
fact, that is the 
Nickelback of  
old, although 
flashes of  
their roots can 
still be heard 
in some more 
recent songs. The sound you 
hear today is much different 
than its former self. In the 
band’s more recent albums, 
one can hear a variety of  
pieces, which consist of  ev-
erything from what Kroeger 
himself  once defined as “rock-
ers” all the way to softer love 
ballads. In video interviews, 
the band has said they have 
taken what the fans wanted to 
hear and incorporated those 
thoughts into new pieces. To 
me, that’s adaptation and dedi-
cation. And don’t try to tell me 
that all of  their songs sound 
the same. That’s a load of  crap; 
every group’s songs sound 
the same because each band 
has a distinctly unique sound 
attributed to 
them.
P e o p l e 
think that 
when I tell 
them I listen 
to Nickelback 
that it’s some 
kind of  joke, 
but the truth 
is, that’s a fact. 
I’m just bold 
enough to 
say it. If  any-
thing, I think 
all the hatred directed towards 
the group is more annoyance 
rather than an extreme dislike. 
I think everyone just bought 
a one-way ticket aboard the 
hate bandwagon. So, the next 
time someone says, “Look at 
this photograph…” well, you 
know the rest.
Nickleback sucks? Well, here’s my two cents
Luke Feliciano is a 
sophomore sport man-
agement and digital me-
dia double major. He is 
the Sports Page Editor 
for the Newswire from 
Rutherford, N.J.
Toni Carlotta is a ju-
nior communication stud-
ies major. He is a staff  
writer for the Newswire 
from Cincinnati.
While it feels 
like a never 
ending journey 
to become me, 
the process of  
growing from 
nothing takes 
time and will be 
worth it in the 
long run.
People think 
that when I tell 
them I listen to 
Nickelback that 
it’s some kind 
of  joke, but the 
truth is, that’s a 
fact. I’m just bold 
enough to say it.
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Newswire, my best rst-year decision
It was a blazing hot 
Wednesday, and I was wear-
ing the brand-new, super-cute 
shoes I bought with the last 
of  my graduation money. As 
I walked around more than 
160 clubs tabling at Club 
Day, I gleefully wrote my new 
Xavier email on almost every 
sign-up sheet there was,  only 
to subsequently never attend a 
bird watching 
club meeting a 
day in my life. 
S u r r o u n d e d 
by so many 
options, one 
stuck out to 
me. I’ve always 
loved to write 
but didn’t have 
the support 
backing me in high school 
when I attempted to start a 
newspaper. But college would 
be different! I could publish 
my radical ideals on a public 
platform and be heard! Isn’t 
that every young liberal’s idea 
of  a good time?
The advice given during 
Manresa will save you much 
heartache, but only if  you 
abide by it. The “Rule of  3,” 
a phrase used to describe the 
ideal club involvement for 
first-years, suggests that you 
join one club from each of  
the categories of  something 
you’ve done before, some-
thing new and something 
related to your major. Given 
my excitable temperament, 
I went to every table at both 
club days and 
have since re-
mained in 11 
clubs. That’s 
right, 11, and 
so long as I 
write an ar-
ticle about it, 
I’m getting 
paid for it!
My choice 
to write for the Xavier News-
wire was, admittedly, largely 
informed by the fact that it 
was the one club who men-
tioned the four letter word I 
was seeking out. Cash. I love 
so many things with such fer-
vent commitment that it is dif-
ficult to decide where to spend 
my time, but this decision be-
comes infinitely easier for a 
first-year when they hear they 
can make some money. Mom 
and dad are no longer a piggy 
bank, and you’re on your own 
if  you want the luxury of  eat-
ing something other than caf  
food. Newswire offers flexible 
hours and is a low time com-
mitment way to make money. 
Some weeks I write three ar-
ticles, and some weeks I write 
none. Aside from the brag-
ging rights and upward mo-
bility, many of  the rewards of  
writing come inherently from 
the non-monetary benefits of  
writing itself.
Words are powerful. They 
can inform, excite, persuade 
and help others to feel empa-
thy. Writing for your school 
newspaper allows you the op-
portunity to do this not only 
for your peers, but for the 
higher-ups of  our beloved 
university. Legend has it that 
Fr. Graham reads the News-
wire every Wednesday. The 
role of  the press in freedom 
is one which is widely debated 
in our current political arena, 
but writing for my local paper 
allows me to keep my corner 
of  the world accountable and 
informed. As a first-year, this 
is a great way to practice be-
ing For and With Others.
By making your words and 
opinions public, you allow for 
far more growth. Critique 
or rejection are crippling for 
many, but as a writer you 
learn to own where you stand 
while being open to others’ 
ideas, something I believe is 
essential and is missing in to-
day’s world.
The benefits don’t stop on 
your resume. First semester I 
wrote a series called “A White 
Girl’s Guide to Privilege.” I 
started with Dr. Taj Smith, 
director of  the Center for 
Diversity and Inclusion, and 
subsequently connected with 
faculty and staff  from a broad 
range of  origins and posi-
tions, none of  which were ex-
clusively professors. I’ve also 
been assigned events and talks 
and write alongside people 
with majors I likely wouldn’t 
have interacted with if  it 
weren’t for Newswire. Fur-
thermore, interviewing others 
helps prepare you to listen to 
the stories of  new peers and 
how to best tell your own, 
whether in a professional or 
personal setting.
Most of  all, writing is fun 
and fulfilling, and what more 
could you ask out of  life? 
Self-expression is important 
to college students because 
this stage of  life is all about 
deciding who we are and what 
we believe, and sharing that 
with others is a powerful and 
beautiful manifestation of  our 
unique contribution to the 
world.
For almost a year now I 
have worked as a cocktail 
waitress. Half  of  my job is to 
smile and be a little flirtatious 
with customers, while the 
other half  is to dress up. It’s 
what’s expected, and I don’t 
hate that about my job. I love 
being able to let my personal-
ity shine. I love being able to 
experiment with what some 
would consider risqué out-
fits and express myself  freely 
through my appearance.
I wear revealing outfits. I 
shamelessly flirt with custom-
ers in hopes of  receiving high-
er tips. I laugh, I smile; I make 
unbreakable eye contact when 
listening to a story a custom-
er tells so they feel like they 
No one tells me what to do with my body
are the only thing that mat-
ters to me in that moment. 
Throughout the past year I 
have almost perfected the mix 
of  being airy, mysterious and 
just flirty enough a customer 
won’t feel uncomfortable but 
they’ll still feel desired.
I have also unfortunately 
perfected allowing misogy-
nistic comments to roll off  
my back like they’re nothing 
and how to respectfully turn 
down unwanted advances  to 
avoid pissing off  a custom-
er. “You’re so much prettier 
when you smile, it makes me 
feel more comfortable when 
you do,” is a paraphrased ver-
sion of  collective statements 
I’ve been told during the past 
year.
A month or so ago I went 
to a local high school to speak 
with girls aged 14-18 about 
body image issues. I sat in a 
room with 20 or so students 
who gathered around and lis-
tened to my story. I told them 
about my struggles with how 
I looked. I shared stories of  
how a high school relation-
ship was so toxic I stopped 
eating to make sure I didn’t 
gain too much weight and 
subsequently dumped. Every 
one of  those girls sympathized 
with me and could relate to my sit-
uation, when I was in their shoes 
six years ago.
Six years have passed, and so 
much good has happened with-
in our society. 
Even so, young 
girls shouldn’t 
be able to re-
late to stories 
about start-
ing crazy fad 
diets to lose 
weight, creat-
ing excessive 
workout plans 
to lose weight 
or obsessively 
tracking the 
digital number 
on the scale that somehow equates 
to their self-worth.
Society has placed expectations 
on appearance that are impossi-
ble to obtain. These expectations 
don’t factor in genetics or ethnici-
ty. It is impossible for some people 
to obtain the sought-after “thigh 
gap.” Some people are unable to 
perfectly tone/define their mus-
cles. All women have a little pouch 
at the bottom of  their tummy; it is 
the natural form of  the hu-
man body. Whether man or 
woman when you sit down 
or when you bend over you 
will have “fat rolls” form in 
your mid-section. 
T h r o u g h -
out the past 
year I have had 
six drastically 
different hair-
styles. One of  
the main ways 
I express my-
self  through 
my appearance 
is with my 
hair. My most 
recent style is 
a closely cut 
fade. My hair 
is currently about a fourth 
of  an inch in length. Since 
cutting my hair people have 
commented how well I am 
able to pull off  short hair.
Then, we end up in a con-
versation about the various 
styles I’ve had, and I decide 
to show pictures of  the five 
other styles from the past 
year. Upon seeing the pho-
to of  my hair hanging just 
to the top of  my shoulders, 
without fail I am told, “I 
love the short hair, really, 
but there’s something about 
your long hair that makes you 
more (insert adjective that en-
hances my feminine nature).”
The “but” is demeaning. 
Hearing that I can pull off  
short hair is immediately in-
validated with the tag along 
that I look better with long 
hair. Long hair is considered 
to be inherently feminine. My 
femininity does not vanish all 
of  a sudden because I decided 
to cut almost all of  my hair off. 
And you telling me you’d be 
more attracted to me if  I grew 
out my hair again is a low at-
tempt to control my appear-
ance for your own pleasure.
I can wear my hair however 
I please. I can dress however I 
please. I can pierce whatever I 
want. I can get dumb tattoos 
sprinkled all over my body. 
Stop telling me what I can and 
cannot do with my body. It’s 
taken me 21 years to be OK 
with how I look. It has tak-
en 21 years for me to realize 
I don’t need to care about the 
critiques others have about my 
body. My body is my body — 
not a significant other’s, not 
my parents’, not my friends’ 
and surely not a stranger’s I 
run into on a daily basis. No 
one has the right to control 
anything about my body, and I 
won’t let them anymore.
Brittany Wells is a 
first-year Montessori ed-
ucation major and staff  
writer for the Newswire 
from Cincinnati.
Abrena Rowe is a se-
nior psychology major 
and the Opinions and 
Editorial Page Editor 
for the Newswire from 
Cincinnati.
Words are pow-
erful. They can 
inform, excite, 
persuade and 
help others to 
feel empathy.
Society has 
placed expec-
tations on ap-
pearance that 
are impossible to 
obtain. These ex-
pectations don’t 
factor in genetics 
or ethnicity. 
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This weekend, Xavier 
baseball got a huge sweep 
against in-state opponent Mi-
ami University.
Two of  the games were 
played in Oxford on Friday 
and Saturday, and the final 
game of  the series was at 
home at Hayden Field. 
Sunday’s win not only 
clinched the sweep but also 
marked the team’s home 
opener this season. 
In the series opener on Fri-
day, Xavier won in a pitcher’s 
duel by a score of  2-1. Se-
nior Damien Richard threw 
6.2 strong innings for Xavi-
er, only allowing six hits and 
one run. Along with only al-
lowing a single run, he also 
racked up seven strikeouts. 
Junior Trey Schramm also 
had a solid day on the mound. 
Coming in for relief, Schramm 
pitched 1.1 innings. In his 
tenure, Schramm tossed three 
strikeouts and only allowed 
one hit. The player of  the 
game, however, was sopho-
Baseball sweeps Miami Ohio in three-game set
more Conor Grammes.  
Grammes went 2-4 at the 
plate while driving in the only 
two Musketeer runs on the 
day. Grammes also pitched 
the final inning of  the game, 
not allowing any hits or runs. 
His recorded save was his 
first of  the season and gave 
the Musketeers the win. 
In game two of  the series 
on Saturday, Xavier’s pitch-
ers came up big again in a 5-2 
win. 
Freshman Trevor Olson 
got the start and allowed two 
runs in 2.2 innings of  work. 
After Olson’s day came to an 
end, junior Matt Kent entered 
the game for Xavier. 
In his 6.1 innings of  pitch-
ing, Kent did not allow any 
accounting for four runs with 
two RBIs and two home runs. 
Because of  his solid pitch-
ing and help from the Xavier 
offense, freshman Allbry Ma-
jor was able to secure his first 
win of  his Xavier career on 
the mound. 
Major threw five innings, 
allowing just two runs and 
two hits. In the remaining in-
nings, Xavier pitched by com-
mittee, only allowing two hits 
and one run. 
In the series, Xavier hit a 
solid .303 and totaled 12 ex-
tra-base hits. Xavier also out-
scored Miami on the weekend 
20-6. 
Throughout the series, 
Xavier pitching had an ERA 
of  just 2.0. This low ERA was 
accompanied by 32 strikeouts. 
The Musketeers will look 
to keep the momentum mov-
ing this weekend when they 
face the Indiana State Syca-
mores in a three-game set in 
Terre Haute, Ind. The first 
game of  the series is slated 
for a 3 p.m. first pitch on Fri-
day.
Women’s tennis dominates 
Dayton, moves to 9-5 on year
Senior Lauren Ghidotti helped propel Xavier to its 7-0 match victory over 
Dayton last Sunday. She won her singles match by a score of 6-0, 6-3. 
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
The Xavier women’s ten-
nis team captured its ninth 
victory of  the season in tri-
umphant fashion last Sunday 
after taking down its intra-
state foe the Dayton Flyers. 
The Musketeers emerged 
victorious by a final score of  
7-0. 
Freshman Ahmeir Kyle 
shined once again, winning 
her singles match 6-2 and 7-6 
in Dayton. She has won her 
last five singles matches. 
In the No. 2 slot for sin-
gles, Lauren Ghidotti also 
claimed victory handily, win-
ning 6-0, 6-3. 
Like Kyle, Ghidotti has 
won four out of  her last five 
matches. Junior Sophia Nel-
son also claimed victory, win-
ning 7-5 and 6-1. 
Sophomore Rachael Re-
ichenbach mounted a come-
from-behind victory at the 
No. 4 spot, winning by a final 
tally of  2-6, 6-0, 10-1. 
Senior Elizabeth Bager-
baseh won her match easily as 
well, 6-1 and 6-0, and sopho-
more Lauren Fitz-Randolph 
picked a win at No. 7, sweep-
ing her opponent by scores of  
6-2, 6-4.
In doubles play, the No.1 
duo of  Ghidotti and So-
phia Abelson won their fifth 
straight match with a score 
of  6-2. 
Reichenbach and Kyle lost 
their match 6-4, but the No. 3 
squad of  Bagerbaseh and ju-
nior Zoe Manion won the de-
ciding point in a 6-4 victory. 
The win improved the 
team’s overall record to 9-5 
on the season. This also 
marked the team’s second 
straight 7-0 victory. 
The Musketeers look to re-
main undefeated in Big East 
play, taking on the Villanova 
Wildcats on Saturday. 
The match will be held at 
the Jim and Mary Brockhoff  
Family Tennis Facility in 
Cincinnati starting at 3 p.m.
runs and threw a career-high 
eight strikeouts. His huge day 
on the mound kept the Red-
Hawks quiet and allowed for 
Xavier to have a steady day at 
the plate. 
Senior Nate Soria and ju-
nior Chris Givin both went 
4-5 on the day and combined 
to account for all five of  the 
Musketeers’ runs. 
In the series finale at Xavi-
er on Sunday, the Musketeers 
were greeted with a great 
crowd, great weather and 
great offense. Xavier rolled to 
a big 13-3 victory over Miami 
in its home opener. 
In the game, Xavier hit 
a total of  eight home runs. 
This is the second most in 
any single NCAA game this 
season. 
Two of  the eight home 
runs came from freshman 
Ryan Altenberger, who went 
3-4 on the day. He was named 
to the Big East Weekly Hon-
or Roll on Monday.
Graduate student Joe Gel-
lenbeck also had a monster 
day at the dish, going 3-3 and 
Graft, Dykema victorious vs. 
Radford and Detroit Mercy
Men’s tennis has been ac-
tive in the last several weeks 
with wins over Northern Illi-
nois and Northern Kentucky 
on Feb. 24 and March 3, re-
spectively. The team traveled 
to Orlando, Fla., last week 
to take on East Carolina and 
Radford, and while they did 
not win either matchup, they 
kept it close. 
Against Radford, the 
Musketeers won two dou-
bles matches and two singles 
matches. Freshman Brett 
Winters and sophomore Mat-
thew Graft both won in sin-
gles, and in doubles, senior 
Gabriel Araujo and junior 
Jack Dykema were victorious 
in their match.
Most recently, Xavier fell 
to Dayton and Detroit Mer-
cy last weekend.  In Friday’s 
match against the Flyers, 
Dayton stormed in and took 
it 6-1. 
Matthew Graft was the 
bright spot for Xavier, win-
ning his singles match, but 
there were no doubles victo-
ries for the team from Cincin-
nati.
On Saturday, Detroit Mer-
cy beat Xavier by the same 
margin as Dayton. This time, 
it was Dykema who won his 
singles match. He is coming 
off  a very strong sophomore 
campaign and looks to carry 
that into the spring.
While the Musketeers 
have struggled lately, there 
are plenty of  opportunities 
to make up ground as the sea-
son goes along. Xavier fans 
can travel to the team’s home 
court at the Eastern Hills 
Tennis Club this weekend for 
its final home matches of  the 
year. The Musketeers will be 
taking on Big East foe Villa-
nova on Saturday and East-
ern Kentucky on Sunday.
This might be the final 
home weekend of  the season, 
but the team can still make up 
ground on its overall record. 
The Musketeers will travel 
to take on DePaul, Creigh-
ton, Marquette and Butler 
throughout the end of  March 
and the beginning of  April 
before the Big East Champi-
onships to finish the season in 
late April.
Despite the overall team loss to Detroit Mercy, junior Jack Dykema won 
his No. 1 singles match in two sets by a score of 7-6, 6-4, on Saturday.
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Proving his net worth
Toronto Blue Jays catcher 
Russell Martin made an 
incredible catch on a foul 
ball while falling into a net 
that was on the playing field. 
When he got up, he got 
drilled in the head by one of  
the poles on the net.
 
Snitches get stiches
On Tuesday, Kazakhstani 
boxer Gennady Golovkin 
publically accused Canelo 
Alvarez of  being a “long 
term drug cheat” that is 
being protected by who 
he described as “corrupt” 
boxing officials, USA Today 
reported.
 
Gridiron Greats
On Tuesday, an NBC Sports 
report announced that a new 
football league, the Alliance 
of  American Football, will 
launch beginning in Febru-
ary 2019.
New rule, but there’s a 
catch!
The NFL is finally set to 
release its proposal for an 
official definition to the 
ambigious and hotly debated 
catch rule. This proposal in-
volves removing the “going 
to the ground rule” and the 
rule that nullifies a catch if  
slight movements of  the ball 
are detected. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Xavier nishes year in Nashville
After winning in the rst round, the Musketeers were stunned by Florida State
The men’s basketball team 
fell to the Florida State Sem-
inoles in the Round of  32 in 
the NCAA Tournament after 
defeating the Texas Southern 
Tigers in the Round of  64.
Against the Tigers, Xavier 
looked to avoid being the first 
one seed to lose to a 16-seed 
in the history of  the NCAA 
tournament. 
“We recognize that no 16’s 
(have) ever beaten a 1.  That’s 
not really my concern,” head 
coach Chris Mack said prior 
to the game. “We don’t have 
to play those other 80-some-
thing games that were played 
in the past.
“We have to play Tex-
as Southern tomorrow.  We 
have to be better than them. 
If  we don’t win, we don’t win. 
We’re going to give it our best 
shot and play really hard.” 
The Musketeers played like 
a team that was giving it its 
best shot, surviving an early 
16-0 run by Texas Southern 
to take a 49-37 lead into the 
half. 
Though the defense strug-
gled in the second half, Xavier 
still outscored the Tigers and 
was able to take home a 102-
83 win.
Xavier was led by seniors 
J.P. Macura and Trevon Blu-
iett in addition to graduate 
transfer Kerem Kanter, each 
of  whom scored more than 20 
points. Macura led the team 
with a career-high 29 points. 
He also grabbed six re-
bounds, had five steals and 
added a block. Bluiett was sec-
ond with 26 points, in addition 
to grabbing five rebounds, 
dishing out three assists and 
Seniors leave lasting impact on hoops program
getting a block.
Kanter scored 20 of  his 24 
points in the second half  and 
grabbed five rebounds in addi-
tion to getting a block.
The win set up a Round 
of  32 matchup with Florida 
State, whom Xavier defeat-
ed 91-66 in last year’s Round 
of  32. This time around, the 
Seminoles got the better of  
the Musketeers, exacting re-
venge in a 75-70 victory.
Prior to the game, Bluiett 
In the blink of  an eye, the 
careers of  four Xavier Mus-
keteer basketball players have 
come to an end. After a shock-
ing loss to Florida State on 
Sunday evening, it is time to 
say goodbye to these young 
men as they continue into 
their futures.
 This senior class saw on-
court success: four NCAA 
tournament appearances, in-
cluding spots in the Sweet 16, 
an Elite Eight, and a Big East 
regular season title. 
The Xavier nation can now 
look back and salute Kerem 
Kanter, Sean O’Mara, Trev-
on Bluiett and J.P. Macura for 
what they have done for the 
Xavier basketball program, 
setting the standard for what 
is to come.
#11 Kerem Kanter
Kerem Kanter was only a 
Musketeer for one season after 
becoming a graduate transfer 
from Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
Kanter came into a tough situ-
ation when he arrived at Xavi-
er, needing to earn the respect 
of  not only his coaches and 
teammates but also Xavier na-
tion as a whole. 
He brought instant offense 
into the game with crafty post 
moves while also providing a 
soft touch from outside, es-
pecially from long range. His 
impact went far beyond his 
actions on the court. He was 
a valued teammate and always 
walked around with a smile 
on his face. Kanter came to 
Xavier and was a key member 
on one of  the best teams in 
school history.
#54 Sean O’Mara
Without a doubt, the big 
man was one of  the most 
underappreciated players to 
ever wear the Xavier uniform. 
O’Mara improved each and 
every year he was a member 
of  the Xavier basketball pro-
gram. 
He always did the right 
thing. He came on the court 
and did what he was asked 
to do and never complained 
about his role. It is fitting for a 
player like this to have one of  
the most memorable shots in 
program history. That came 
last year when he made the 
game-winning, double clutch 
layup against Arizona to send 
Xavier to the Elite Eight. 
Catchphrase: “And O’Mara 
Scores!”
#5 Trevon Bluiett
Coming in his freshman 
year as one of  Xavier’s most 
prized recruits of  all time, 
Trevon Bluiett lived up to all 
expectations. He leaves Xavi-
er as the second all-time lead-
ing scorer with 2,261 points. 
He is also one of  three 
players in Big East history 
to be placed on the first-team 
All-Big East three times in his 
career. 
Bluiett holds the single sea-
son three-point record with 
105 three-pointers made. The 
list of  accomplishments for 
No. 5 are extensive. 
After testing the NBA wa-
ters twice, Bluiett made the 
decision to return to Xavier 
and in the process continued 
to get his body into better 
shape to improve his game. 
During his junior season, 
he battled injuries and pulled 
through with clutch perfor-
mances that carried Xavier 
through the Big East and 
NCAA tournaments. 
In his senior season, he did 
all one can ask for, scoring 
more than 600 points while 
Seniors Trevon Bluiett, J.P. Macura, Sean O’Mara and graduate transfer Kerem Kanter played their hearts 
out for the basketball team this year. They led Xavier to one of its most decorated years in program history.
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The men’s basketball team was knocked out of the NCAA Tournament 
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was asked about the rematch 
and how it may affect the way 
the game would be played. 
“Yeah, you know, since we 
played them last year, some of  
the things that they do (are) 
sort of  similar.  Some of  the 
things they do (are) different,” 
he said.
“They’ve got a couple play-
ers returning from last year, 
and they’ve also got new play-
ers as well. I think with how 
things ended last year, they’re 
definitely going to look for re-
venge and try to give us their 
best shot. So we just have to 
be able to take their shot and 
withstand that and do what 
we do best.”
The first half  was rocky 
for Xavier. Foul trouble forced 
Bluiett, Macura and Kanter to 
the bench for most of  the final 
10 minutes in the first half. As 
a result, the Musketeers went 
almost nine minutes with-
out making a shot. Still, they 
went into halftime with a 34-
32 lead.
In the second half, Xavier 
kept the lead until the final 
minute, even stretching it to 
66-57 with 5:43 left in the 
game. 
A quick 7-0 run for the 
Seminoles got them back in 
the game though, and they 
proceeded to take control and 
ultimately win the game, 75-
70.
Macura once again led the 
team in scoring, this time with 
17. Kanter posted 15 points 
and freshman Paul Scruggs 
also reached double figures, 
scoring 11.
“It’s tough,” Mack said af-
ter the game. “I’ve got a group 
that I love being around. I love 
coaching.  Our seniors have 
been amazing, not just this 
year, but throughout their en-
tire career.  I couldn’t ask for 
a better group, a more selfless 
group, a group that thinks 
about team before self, and so 
I’m going to miss coaching 
them.”
Bluiett, Macura, Kanter 
and Sean O’Mara will all move 
on next year, but Mack noted 
he doesn’t expect the program 
to regress. 
“If  you think our program 
is falling off  a cliff, you hav-
en’t followed Xavier basket-
ball very long,” Mack said.
Though these four are fin-
ished, the future is bright with 
players such as Quentin Goo-
din, Tyrique Jones, Naji Mar-
shall and Scruggs returning 
next season.
Bluiett, Macura, O’Mara and Kanter made this season one to remember
BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer
averaging almost 20 points a 
game on top of  Xavier’ first 
Big East regular season title. 
There is no question that 
one day his No. 5 jersey will 
hang in the rafters of  Cintas 
Center.
#55 J.P. Macura
Macura will go down as a 
Xavier great for his compet-
itiveness and grit. For four 
years, he put his body on the 
line and would do anything to 
pull out a victory for the Mus-
keteers. 
We may never see a play-
er like J.P. Macura suit up for 
Xavier again. He had a knack 
for exciting the crowd at 
home, and he was beloved for 
his intensity. 
But on the road, he was 
criticized for the toughness 
and passion he brought to the 
floor.
Macura will always be re-
membered for the heart that 
he showed. He instilled mem-
ories in all Xavier fans, wheth-
er it was his heat-check three 
against Villanova as a sopho-
more or the several interac-
tions he had with opposing 
fan bases. 
Macura defined what it is 
to be a member of  the Xavier 
family.
I think I speak for all of  
Xavier nation when I say 
thank you to these four se-
niors for their time here and 
the unforgettable memories 
they have given Xavier fans. 
BY TIM KRAMER
Staff Writer
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Sta reacts to T-Swift video
The rapper and lip kit mogul 
announce birth of daughter
Love, Simon steals hearts, puts new spin on old model
Rating: 
Love, Simon is the romcom 
we needed and probably also 
the one that we deserve. For 
those of  you who haven’t seen 
the trailers filled with the 
80s-inspired music of  Bleach-
ers, Love, Simon is a coming-
of-age story following high 
school senior Simon Spier as 
he navigates life while trying 
to keep his sexuality a secret. 
At first glance, Love, Simon 
is a retelling of  every other 
high school romcom to grace 
our presence since a collec-
tion of  John Hughes classics 
in the 80s. The same pieces 
are there: a ragtag group 
of  pals, a desire to belong, a 
great soundtrack and a heap-
ing spoonful of  warm nostal-
gia. 
What makes Love, Simon dif-
ferent, though, is that it tackles 
the topic of  sexuality without 
being an absolute tragedy. 
While many LGBTQ+ 
films are met with horrific 
abuse or a waterfall of  sad 
tears, Love, Simon is an incred-
ibly uplifting and feel-good 
flick. Hollywood seems to be 
catching up with reality by 
pairing Simon with a diverse 
group of  friends and love in-
terests. 
Love, Simon does come with 
its tropes, like a way-too-fun 
high school party that is clear-
ly a work of  fiction as well as 
sugary-sweet moments, but 
the immediate investment 
you’ll feel in the characters 
washes away any animosi-
ty you may have toward the 
film’s romcom stereotypes. 
Love, Simon tells the story 
we’ve long been waiting to 
hear of  addressing the strug-
gles of  a closeted gay teen 
who actually gets the guy in 
the end. 
While Love, Simon cap-
tures the typical love story we 
see unfold in romcoms, this 
doesn’t detract from the love-
ly experience it is to watch. 
The film’s story is relative-
ly unremarkable, which is why 
it’s on its way to being widely 
cherished by many. 
The normality in telling 
this gay love story is the rea-
son why Love, Simon is just so 
good. 
There are no truly grand 
twists and turns, no ground-
breaking feats of  filmmaking. 
It’s the classic love story that 
so many LGBTQ+ movies 
cannot and do not tell. That’s 
why it’s special.
The You’ve Got Mail and 
The Perks of  Being a Wallflow-
er hybrid that is Love, Simon 
won’t be collecting Oscars 
anytime soon, but it is sure to 
steal your heart. 
Photos courtesy of People and PopSugar
“I feel like her whole career 
has been focused on being the 
‘relatable, weird, nerdy girl,’ 
but now that her reputation 
is more negative and like a 
diva, she’s trying to remind 
everyone why we liked her at 
all originally. This video felt 
like that was being shoved 
very forcibly down my throat.
IDK, it came off  as desperate 
to me”
-Jessica Griggs, 
Editor-in-Chief
Xavier Singers catered to 
the masses on March 17 with 
their show “Sell-Out!”, a per-
formance featuring a mix of  
songs used in television and 
radio advertisements. 
The members could be de-
scribed as creative and versatile 
in their performances. With 
songs ranging from “The 
Entertainer” by Billy Joel to 
“Dead and Gone” by T.I. fea-
turing Justin Timberlake, the 
group showed all-around tal-
ent and the ability to capture 
the attention of  the audience. 
Members could be seen 
singing, dancing, rapping and 
playing instruments as well 
as impersonating artists and 
skateboarding across stage at 
various points in the show. 
Sophomore Isabella Shean-
shang was a particular power-
house of  the group. I wouldn’t 
be surprised to learn that she 
never left the stage since I 
could always find her some-
where, be it behind the mic, 
dancing with a group or play-
ing bass. 
She and first-year Tyler 
Gilkey, as well as many other 
group acts in the show, exud-
ed chemistry in their duet of  
“Dream On” by Aerosmith. 
The number took the 
crowd by storm. Gilkey’s 
soaring vocals made jaws vi-
sually drop. Sophomore Jerod 
Hirner also left the crowd 
stunned with his spot-on im-
pression of  Elvis Presley’s “A 
Little Less Conversation.” 
If  nothing else, Xavier 
Singers appeared to be pas-
sionate about putting on a 
true show for their audience. 
The details implemented by 
Singers are what cemented 
their status as performers. 
Nonetheless, there were a 
few challenges, one of  which 
was the lack of  lyric memo-
rization. 
This mishap might have 
flown over the audience’s 
heads, but a lyrical stickler 
like me noticed. 
However, I’ll give those 
vocalists the benefit of  the 
doubt and assume they were 
simply nervous and over-
whelmed by both the crowd 
and the need to recall ev-
erything they have learned 
throughout the past three 
months. Singers also seemed 
to have a slight problem with 
volume. 
While they might not have 
had as much control over how 
loud the band played over the 
vocalist or how the sound-
board was run, the group 
stepped up where they could 
to better their show by pro-
jecting their voices and play-
ing instruments softer when 
necessary. 
Despite any stumbles, the 
audience couldn’t get enough 
of  Xavier Singers, and the in-
teractions with the audience 
only added to the already ex-
isting energy. 
Some audience members 
chose to sing along, and a 
particular group of  students 
all but exploded with adora-
tion for senior and choreog-
rapher Serena Amlie. 
This adoration was soon 
adopted by the rest of  the 
crowd when Amlie joined 
senior and president Brian 
Long on stage for a final duet 
and dance to the song “Tears 
In Heaven” by Eric Clapton. 
All in all, if  Xavier Singers 
continue to advertise talent, 
versatility and a passion for 
performance, then the stu-
dent body will keep buying.
Singers’  spring 
show a ‘Sell-out!’
“Initial reaction: Taylor 
making faces at herself  in the 
mirror is literally me. The 
level of  playfulness and Tay-
lor’s swishing ponytail bring 
back some of  her old roots. 
Taylor is acting the way you 
might when you have head-
phones on and you’re sitting 
in a car or walking down the 
street and feel like you’re in a 
music video. I haven’t been a 
fan of  Taylor’s reboot, but I 
really dig this.”
-Hannah Paige Michels, 
Campus News Editor
“Not gonna lie, not a fan 
of  Taylor Swift, but a huge 
fan of  that dress. Blue? 
Check. Sparkles? Check. Fun 
fringe? Check? 
Major Say Yes to the Dress 
moment when she rips off  
half  of  it? Check. Also, her 
dance moves did bring back 
some fond childhood mem-
ories of  late nights in my 
room accompanied only by 
my iPod Nano and the sweet 
sound of  80s thrash metal. 
Good times.”
-Ellen Siefke, 
Managing Editor
“If  I danced or dressed like 
Taylor Swift did in this video, 
I’d want to be invisible too.”
-Trever McKenzie, 
Online Editor
“I think it is safe to say 
that the new Taylor Swift 
music video for ‘Delicate’ 
is about Taylor’s current 
negative reputation. Overall, 
I think I dig the idea behind 
the video. I don’t know if  it 
really matches up with the 
song since I interpreted the 
lyrics to be Swift talking to 
another guy, but the vid-
eo seems to be more about 
Taylor doing whatever the 
heck she wants via interpre-
tive dance. Even though the 
lyrics don’t match up with 
the video, I appreciate Tay-
lor wanting to make a video 
that depicts her in the most 
Taylor-esque way that I can 
imagine—really bad dancing 
that is more about having 
fun and just being a big goof. 
Seriously, the dancing is 
weird as heck, but I admire 
her even more for producing 
something that she knows 
will cause people to make fun 
of  her.”
-Monica Schweiger, 
Features Editor
Story transcends romcom stereotypes to tackle LGBTQ+ struggle
“The entire video was a 
combination of  me thinking 
‘What the hell is going on?’ 
and ‘Why do I feel offended?’”
-Abrena Rowe, 
Opinions & Editorials 
Editor
Taylor Swift released the music video for “Delicate” March 11, and below are our staff reactions to the video.
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How to Welcome Spring
Get out of  your winter funk with this list of  activities to get 
you through until Easter break, from being artsy to enjoying 
beautiful Cincinnati!
1. This Friday March 23, stop by Xavier University’s own art gallery in A.B. Cohen 
Center, located in the R-3 Lot, for a gallery reception of  two seniors: Gabby Sapata and 
Clare Dunn, former editor for the Newswire. Sapata will be showcasing her installation 
art about Portuguese culture through her award-winning woodcut animations inspired 
by “traditional tile design, fishing communities and the longing we all have for a deeper 
connection to our roots.” Dunn will also be showcasing her own graphic novel, The 
Internship, similar to the “activist heart of  old X-Men comics” and a demonstration of  
the “nitty-gritty of  art making.” Not only will you see some phenomenal art done by 
some of  Xavier’s finest, you will also be able to partake in free food, wine, punch and 
Portuguese music! Get your spring art groove on, support local artists and feel like an 
intellectual as you talk about modern art with your fellow peers.
2. Spring is the best time to be outside, and what better place to be than a park? 
Grab some friends, or even a hot date, and venture into the world beyond the Xavier 
bubble. You have your pick of  parks like Eden Park for a beautiful overlook of  the 
Ohio River valley, Ault Park where you feel like you are wandering in the countryside 
of  some person of  nobility or Smale Riverfront Park for some swinging as you look 
towardsthe Ohio River. You can even get a little crazy and bring a book to read along 
with your picnic. You could also continue the artsy theme by purchasing some canvases 
and painting a fun little scene to hang in your room. Who cares how it ends up look-
ing? It’s a beautiful day, a beautiful location and you’ll seem like the next Michelangelo 
to all passersby. You’re well on your way to being the most aesthetic spring person in 
Cincinnati!
3. Feeling a little down that life just looks so bare without the flowers and leaves on 
the trees? I have just the remedy for you! Mosey on down to the Krohn Conservatory 
to explore Cincy’s year-around greenery and nature center. Take a few photos and post 
them to your social media to prove you’re blooming. You can even take a stroll through 
the enchanting butterfly gala, “Butterflies of  Madagascar,” where more than 10,000 
butterflies are loose in one of  the greenhouses for visitors to mingle with and admire.
4. One final springtime event to help you truly embrace the best season of  the year is 
Zoo Blooms. This event is at the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden throughout all of  
April. Unfortunately, you won’t be able to go before Easter break, but if  you’re stick-
ing around the area and have nothing to do on Sunday or Monday of  break, this is a 
great option! Watching the zoo “transform into a magnificent explosion of  color…the 
Cincinnati Zoo offers one of  the largest tulip displays in the Midwest.” If  that doesn’t 
scream spring, I don’t know what will, but it really seems like a sight to behold! You 
could even visit some of  the zoo animals; be on the lookout for baby animals that will 
just make your heart swell up and remember why spring means new life.
Whatever you end up doing to welcome the new season, I hope you find a way to 
get out of  that winter funk that causes you to want to do nothing but stay inside all 
day. Life is happening before your eyes, so go out and enjoy it by taking advantage of  
Cincinnati’s most art and nature filled events!
Spring
Easter
Mother Nature
Bunny
Passover
Showers
Bloom
Delicate
Baseball
Chicken
Hijab
Candy
Egg
Wingding
Pastel
MONICA SCHWEIGER
Staff Writer
Aries: You’re pure hearted and consid-
erate, so you should take five minutes 
out of  your day to empower some wom-
en in your life because of  She Will XU.
Taurus: You’ll get an annoying head-
ache and you’re not sure why, but you 
should definitely take a nap.
Gemini: You never know when the 
government is reading your information. 
From now on, only talk in wingdings.
????????????????
Cancer: Who cares about that next test 
you have before break? All that matters 
is that you can finally visit Disney.com 
without asking for an adult’s permission!
Leo: In your next job interview, say 
your only strength is that you know 
how to turn on all showers.
Virgo: De-stress by coloring in some 
artwork at your local Olive Garden. 
Don’t worry about buying food because 
when you’re there, you’re family.
Pisces: Are you worried about how 
to write that research paper for class? 
Don’t worry, the stars have the best 
idea: Don’t write it.
Aquarius: You need to work on your 
communication skills, and what better 
way than a team bonding experience 
of  building IKEA furniture?
Capricorn: Hi, so sorry, but my 
daughter is selling Girl Scout cookies 
and she wants to go to camp this sum-
mer, so can I have that sale?
Sagittarius: Palm Sunday? It’s finally 
your day to be recognized for your 
amazing palms! #handmodelstatus
Libra: Never forget that your horo-
scope is the Krusty Krab and all other 
horoscopes are the Chum Bucket.
Scorpio: I foresee the next few weeks 
not being nearly as productive as they 
should be, but you will have an aca-
demic epiphany while watching “Vines  
That Butter My Eggroll.”
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